Creation Story
Genesis 1:26–2:2

Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to
our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.”
So God created humankind in his image,
in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them.
God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and
fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea and
over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the
earth.” God said, “See, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is
upon the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit; you shall
have them for food. And to every beast of the earth, and to every bird of
the air, and to everything that creeps on the earth, everything that has the
breath of life, I have given every green plant for food.” And it was so. God
saw everything that he had made, and indeed, it was very good. And there
was evening and there was morning, the sixth day.
Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their multitude.
And on the seventh day God finished the work that he had done, and he
rested on the seventh day from all the work that he had done.

Creation, Donald Jackson, Donald Jackson with contribution by Chris Tomlin, 2002, The Saint
John’s Bible and the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library, Order of Saint Benedict, Collegeville,
Minnesota, USA.
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All that exists is present in the first panel of the illumination. Though
formless and void of order (the Hebrew words “tohu wabohu”), matter explodes outward as if driven by a powerful force. God’s red and gold breath,
RUAH, wrestles the portions of matter into the universe that lulls us to
sleep and awakens us each day. A streak of gold light races through the
primordial mist hinting of an eternity of Pentecosts. Loving God is active
in creation, and it is good.
In the sixth panel, humans (adam) are placed in creation to have dominion
over it. Since humans are made in the image and likeness of God who is love
(1 John 4), their mission is to care for creation in God’s stead. This requires
reflectivity and an awareness of “the other,” something that truly sets us apart
within the world. Still, the matter that makes up the human body is present
in different forms in each panel. All of creation is intimately interconnected.
We are animated with the breath of God, and our destiny is to return to God
through mortal death in order to be eternally animated with creation.
God spent “five days” creating a space in which humankind could become fully “actualized.” God wanted humans to revel in the Garden and
in love. The snake/serpent in the bottom of the sixth panel reminds us that
other voices sometimes lead us away from resting in God. All of the human
figures are facing away from the seventh panel, perhaps indicative of our
tendency to be busy and distracted.
The small gold boxes that increase in number from left to right mark
the days, serve as hinges between the panels, and indicate God’s presence
in the creative process. The geometrical progression of the boxes indicates
that God brings order to the chaos of matter, which then exists together.
In panel seven where “God rests,” we can see more jumbled gold boxes “in
potentia,” awaiting their place in the diverse order of creation.
Imagine living in the white space to the right of the seventh panel—an
eighth undrawn panel if you will. The gold boxes serve a cardinal position
holding in tension the story of God’s previous creation and the imagined
potential as God continues to create, order, and animate.
The raven of wisdom present with God in the beginning points to the
eighth panel, soaring over creation throughout time. In her shadow, we are
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